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Psychoanalysis is the science of the unconscious mind.

We learn about

its functioning through free associations, slips of the tongue and pen, dreams,

and transference reactions in treatment.

The impact of culture (if we take

culture to mean the immediate family) on the unconscious mind is profound.
impact of culture in the broader sense is delayed until

The

its impact is experienced

by the family and then transmitted to the next generation.

Thus there is a time

To speak of the impact of the Feminist Movement on psychoanalysis is to
sa

t',at

t is too soon to know what impact it has.

As a social and political

movewnt that could change the structure of the family--that may move us from the
patriarchal order of things--then it would Ue interesting to see how the changes
would be reflected in personality.

What changes in the roles of ibther and Father

will influence the oedipal conflict and its resolutions remains tc be seen.

We

have never known of the overthrow of patriarchy but perhaps feminism will move
us

in that direction.

The truths we learn about via the psychoanalytic method have always been
difficult for the general pu5lic to accept.

The criticisms and attacks on

Freudian thought by medicine in the early days was part of the human tendency
to maintain repression of infantile sexual
desires.

impulses particularly the oedipal

Freud's courage in the face of these attacks is legendary.

analyst identified with Freud ',ad the Freudian tradition

become the defender in debates.

development of femininity

I

I

As an

have often had to

However, in the area of female sexuality and the

have had a different kind of experience.

I

have

become slowly aware that something was wrong with some basic propositims that
I

always took for granted.

A few years ago I was a last minute replacement on

a panel dealing with malc female differences.

The speaker

I

replaced had planned

to discuss Kate Millet's book and was reacting to her militant posture as though
it were more heat than light and was a political treatise rather than a thoughtful

questioning of what constitutes feminine development.
between patients two hOurs before the program began
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I

During a ten minute break
scanned my library for

references to support the basic proposition that there were Jiffercnces bctwe'ln
male and female and to answer the question--what were the nature of those
differences.

I

recall Lionel Tiger's work in supporting the biological

difference where he reported that the testosterone change that took place at
puberty was an Increase of 30 tines as moch in the male and 3 times as much in
the female.

This was in support of the notion that aggres:Oveness was a male

characteristic and passivity was a female characteristic.

The book that

chose from the shelf was Helene neutsch Psychology of l!omen.

I

I

jotted down a

quote namely, -The origin of masochism and passivity are intimately connected.
Tney are both the outcome of th: feminine constituticn... "

The personal

reactions of the female psychologists in the ludiencl was hostile.
with Freud, that what
and

I

I

to recognize their nature?

However.

I

Could it be that they simply refused

became uncomfortable with myself at this

time and instead of leaning on the authorities for the 'won:'

1

benan to take

The whole notk,n of the activity-passivity polarity was

no longer clear in mi mind.
of "naming".

assumed,

was tathinn about was unklown to then due to repression

would simply ignore their distress.

stock of my own work.

I

This is what :oy Schaferl

in V.33 called the problem

Once things are named they have a tendency to become fixed thus

active-aggressive masculine have becone synonomous in analytic writing as has
passive-receptive-masochistic-feminine become equated.

Thus,

elen Deutsch2

said "The whole attitude of these %toren toward life may be very active and
masculine and they may display particular resistance and angression in the
struggle for life.

Sometimes this masculine attitude ....etc."

(pg. 247)

This kind of thinking has interferred with our understanding of wfiat is masculine
and what is feminine.

Oifferences in biolmny and nsycholoqy certainly exist but

to use the prototype of sexual intercourse as the male is active and thrusting
and the fer%ile is passive and receptive is ludicrous.
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Sex is an 'Jet requiring

i_ctivity on both parts and the labeling of the female as passive (which is also
synonomous with weak and ineffective) is essentially insultincj.

At least it

has becone so throu9n the labelinl process plus tle sexist bias to protect the
male.

This prot,lem disturbej my complacency regacdino femininity and som-

rethinkin? was in order.
I

had been teachinn a course entitled, "The Psychoanalytic Theory of

Personality" at the Aew York Center for Psychoanalytic Training and the women in
my covrse were very encouraging to me as we reviewed the literature and
iscussed female sexuality.

Ile read !tary Jane Sherfey and

I

brcame conviaccd that

her point that the myto of Eve from Adam's rib was reversed bas:d on her embryological information that first comes a female matrix from whici, emerges later

either a male or female was ecu3lly propagandistic and did no justice to the
data.

th

It seemed like simply an attempt to reverse the myth and myth makinn is

wo,-k of journalists not scientists.

At the same time

I

reevaluated ',hat

I

had learned clinically and realized

that "penis envy" was not the "bedrock of feminine development" as Freud had
taught us.

It W35 always present in all my female patients in more or less denree

but the data was always contaminated!
state.

I

never found penis envy in an isolated

It was always connected intimately with :lother's attitude toward girls,

Father's attitude toward girls, the nother-daughter relationship from infancy
on and the Father-Pother relatianship.

Today we speak of Psychoanalysis as

Psycnoanalytic qevelopment Psychology which takes in the work of Cartmann, Spit?,
dahler, Jacobson (The Ego Psychologists) and recognizes as crucial the Theory
of Object Relations.

In brief, this means that Internalization (thc making part

of oneself taat which was once external) and object representation (increasing
internalization of thc impact of early objects) have modified our understanding of
psychosexual development in both sexes.

Thus, how the little nirl was loved

by itother et each stage of development would basically determine NN4 she loved
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herself in later life.

What Freud underestimated was the effect of the early

iother-cliild interaction 35 each deveiopmental Wase
was lived through.

this most dramatically

'le see

in the transference where the male analyst is
related to

in ways that repeated the early dyad or in
ways that idealized the analyst as

an ideal mother--clearly pre-oedipal nodes of relating.

The early identification

with ;lother a truly psychological phenomenon--which
predates the oedipal period
is criv.Jal for the fate of the developing
feminineness of the girl.

Likewise,

during the oedipal period the father's lovinp
involvement with his daughter
ennances her femininity.

'lien

I

would come upon dream material and associations

which led to recognition of feelings of penis
envy....I was surprised to
repeatedly discover that this soon pave
way to associations and memories

to maternal deprivation and maternal rejection.

related

It was enticing to me to assum-7

that the deprivation was an expression of Mother's
depriving my patient of the
penis so that talking of that which was missing
was a way of saying that lother
did not provide the missing organ.

This never ,,ieveloped

conviction for either myself or my patient.

into any feeling of

The deprivation related to

real distance between Mother and daughter and
not fantasies of rejection...and
the thing that was really missing was mother's
love and not the penis.

'She

would have loved me if I'a been a boy"
was a stronger root for the penis envy
than was the awareness af being different from males
and wanting the organ tnat
made the difference.
in fact, differences
arouse envy in people who do feel
deprived.

The wish for breasts is present in both little
boys and little girls.

Therefore my data led me to conclude that penis
envv was never the bedrock

of feminine development.

This sounds a bit like re-inventing the wheel._

One 's instructed by one's patients and
we don't impose theoretical premises upon
anyone. A patient's history
and lifting of repressions will tell us what
we
need to know. The Jones-Freud
controversy within psychoanalysis reverberated
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around this very issue.

Ernest Jones, Freud's disciple and biographer took issue

with him on the same point that

I

take issue with him.

Horney led the way when

she stated, "Male chauvinism is resnonsinle for the ung,uestione-i assumption
that

women feel their genitals to be inferior."

Helene Oeutsch' writings are filled

with moralizing about what women should and should not be.
controversy as a ,;efen0-r of thL. faith. Juliet Oitchell

She joined the
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writes, "To Jones and

dorney there is an innate biological predisposition to femininity which

expresses itself in females (and is only secondarily disturbed by society).
wo-lan ani the man are created in nature.

The

To Freud--society demands of the

psychological bisexuality of both sexes that one sex attain a nreponderence of
femininity; the other of masculinity

r-an and woman arc made in culture."

So to Freud, femininity was a psychological phenomena based on :dentlfications.
To JonL,,

it -tas a biological phenomena.

Schafer arghes that Freud leaned too

heavily on tee phallic phas:: for accounting for woman's personakty
characteristics.

He states that the experience in human relationship emphasizes airs and objects
wbereas biology provides the stimuli.

Thus the theory of psychosexual development

is not a biological all or nothing theory.

Rather, as the phases unfold, the

interaction process at each stage of development is crucial for the developing
personality.

Freud stated in 03] that he understood less about female development

than male development.

A woman came to see me for analysis many years ago after
me out.

.he had checked

She wanted to know was I going to stop her from getting an advanced

degree with some pressure about traditional roles etc.?
her to be a wife and mother in sore traditional terms?

Uas

I

going to encourcge

Uhat allowed her entry

into my office was hcr knowledge from APA Directory that my wife had a Ph.D.
and professional affiliations.
respect her autonomy.

Thu,, she dared risk the possibility that I might

The analysis was begun at th.2 sare tire that she brought

her 5 year old son back into her home.

He had thus far been raised by a loving
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family while she pursued her career goals.

The assumption of motherhood

psychologically prompted the need for analysis.

She needed hal-% U3 learn of her

Identifications and her unconscious hostility towards her mother.

She was

frightened of any tender loving feelings and expected to be criticized and

condemned for anything other than a controlling attitude towards males.

Her

mother was a bitter, depressed, obese woman who saw marriage as enslavement.

Her noCon of a good marriage was one in which the woman managed and controlled
the man.

Her depression prevented any tenderness toward her daughter.

The beginnina transferenue was an :dealized one in which I was truly a
magnificent, bountiful, loving person.
belief in my magnificence.

The counter-transference was a full

lie enjoyed what might best be called an analytic

symbiotic phase in which early ego damage was under repair.
was a difficult separation for her to endure.
safel%. ensconced in a pill-box shelter

out against the enemy.

My summer vacation

She dreamt she was at litar, but

th a month's supply of food to hold

This dream brought to the surface hostile feelings about

separation and early ri.mories of maternal rejection.

The penis envy emerged as

a defensive structure against permitting herself to be loved by me.
transfer;:nce, the origin of this was over determined.

That is,

In the

if she identified

with Father she protected herself from her oedipal i.:ishes toward Father and at

the sae tine she would be loved by Mother who devalued femaleness.

Lea-hing

about he,- Mother in the safety of the analytic relationship allowed her to

experience the hostility toward her Mother that had becn repressed and permitted
her to discover tenderness within hc:rself.

She had a second child at the end of

the analysis, a lovely little daughter whom she was able to mother right from
the outset.
person.

Likewise she received her advanced degree and is a professional

Let me reiterate though for those who believe

either a mother or a professional.

I

die neither.

I

encouraged her to be

She as able to separate

from her mother because her guilt over her hostility was dissipated and she wos
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able to develop loving sexual feelines for me which permitted
her to confront
her oedipal desires.

The penis envy had been there as a defense cgninst

these feelings but was no longer riccessery.

She left ana/ysis feeling better

about herself and capable of enjoying being a woman.
Aeneher patient didn't have such a favoreble outcome.

A secretary to a

lee.ehlatrise used to conduct pre-therapy sessions in the waiting
room with all
the patieets.

She talked to them and with them and they loved it.

an important part of the team.
-eferred her to me.

She felt

She suffered stomach distress and her employer

It was a stormy experience.

The couch was a symbol of

submssion to me and therapy and she could never permit herself
more than a helf
an hour on the couch without turning around, sitting up, petting
an ash tray etc.
lie were colleagues discussing her case, therefore the patient
on the vouch had
no stet e.

She had three brothcrs and was the only girl

honored its melee and denigrated its females.
strong.

in a Jewish family that

!!er envy of her brothers was

One day she reported a dream of going into a 1

er

meat, and seeing the butcher accidentally slice off his finger
as he prepared
her order.

I

asked her later for any associations to the fingee and she blurted

out, "lothinc!"

After her protest she confessed that the fineer was her only

means of sexual satisfaction and that intercourse didn't interest
her.

tier

wishes to castrate me were clear but she was unreceptive
to any such comment
from me.

That is.
it

In fact she soon terminated in response to my impending
summer vacation.
I was taking off August so she took off July and that was that.

is no mere coincidence that the two cases

problems around separation.

It

I

I

thin::

chose to briefly discuss had

is precisely because

I

find the pre-oedipal

problems are much more powerful determinants than the later phallic
problems.
In this case, 4 belleve she experienced
my leaving as traumatic, retaliated, and

rejected me in turn.

The dependency problems were undoubtedl!, responsible for

the stomach distress and was defended against by her competitiveness.
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Thus the

penis envy that appeared on the surface was a defensive
structure.
an excellent office manager and a charce eeeting a few
years later

She was
I

learned that

she was now manager of 1-er husband's business.

A note on the countertransference

problems....the intense early mother

child transferences I encountet daily in
my practice can be upsetting.

demand for m,thering places a special burden on the analyst.

The

One rust be at home

witn one's ()WM wishes to be mothered and particularly
for a male not to find this

threatening to his masculinity.
A rereading of ielenes Reutsch has given re
an appreciation of her nrcat

understanding of the part played by the parents in influencing
the child in her
development as a female but she loses credibility when
she names or labels
active as masculine, etc.

To tal!, of the ornasn as a nassive-receptive o-canic

experience is not to have experienced it.
Tnus

I

know of penis envy as a phenomena.

I

say it is purely a psychological

pheno,nena and not biological and not the bedrock of
femininity.

It is much

more complicated and involves identifications with the early
mother, resolution
of the oedipal conflict, defenses in the aspect of
wilat is not resolved in the
oedipal conflict.

Gender identity is not something in which one gender is

superior and anotner inferior.

The feminist movement has called to task the

socFal oppression by males of females.
ani disturbed my complacency.

It has raised my personal consciousness

It has made me aware of the neglect of early

mother child theorizing in Freud's work.

Psychoanaly-.;is

i

not a social program.

It does not ask of its subjects that they adapt
submissively to the environment

as is so often said of it.

It can only help one to know oneself and the

process of discovery is an exciting journey of growing.
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